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Strindberg's life, like the jtJSSen'bj.rsting of a Russian
spring-time, came with an overwhelming rush. In
essjh?*1 * month he haiwritten a play in three acts,
a one-act piece in verse, and was planning a great drama
round the figure of Christ. Thus Strindberg began
his literary life as a dramatist, and his first seven works
are dramas. I cannot dwell on these beginnings,
interesting as they are. Enough to say that they
obtained for him a royal stipendium which allowed
him to return to the university. This was a happier
time than the first, but nevertheless, it was almost
a relief to him when the stipendium came to an end,
and he was free to go, as he said, " out into life, out
from the dreams and from past ages, to live in the
present and in reality ". He became a journalist;
and then obtained a post in the Royal Library. The
pleasantest events of these years were the occasional
holidays in the Stockholm Skargard. Here amidst
the fisher-folk he found a refuge from miseries that had
brought him to the verge of suicide. To Strind-
berg the sea was always the great healer, always what
our Swinburne has called " the great sweet mother " ;
it invariably helped to restore him to health and mental
balance. The Swedish Skargard is the background of
all that is healthiest and sanest in his literary work;
and I can think of no poet of the north who has
written with such splendid sympathy—a sympathy
which we British people can understand—of the mystery
and the magic of the sea. Not the Swiss Alps, he
said, nor the olive-clad hills of the Mediterranean, nor
the rocky cliffs of Normandy, could rival the Swedish
islands in his heart. And in these years the two works
were written which laid thefoundation of his reputation:
the drama Master Olof, and the novel The 'KedJLoom.
I should like to spend a little time on Master 0/of;
for, although the fact was not recognized until many
years later, Strindberg did make with this, his first
historical drama, a notable contribution to the litera-
ture of Europe. It is his first European achievement.

